
Crazy 2491 

Chapter 2491: Chapter 2485-location 

 

“””He’s still not picking up …”” Xi menna shook her phone gloomily and said,””is it on silent mode, or 

has he been killed?”” ” 

“””Boss!”” Cui Lizhu pointed at the police car and asked,””why … Aren’t you going to chase after 

them?”” Don’t we already know that people are at the food Festival?”” ” 

“””Phew …”” Zhao Yu panted heavily, then tilted his neck and complained,””I was right. What I was 

afraid of happened!”” ” 

“””My jinx … Has it really been blessed?”” ” 

“Having said that, Zhao Yu was already prepared, because the double Gen change hexagram that he had 

gotten was still in the most obvious place on the system interface! ” 

“””Boss, now is not the time to jinx things,”” cui Lizhu said.””Whether we make it in time or not, we 

have to find a way to stop Liang Chenchen!”” ” 

“””You guys …”” She pointed at the police car again.””You guys should leave!”” I’ll check Liang 

Chenchen’s phone again to see if I can find out her specific killing plan!”” ” 

“””Alright!”” Zhao Yu reminded him,””not only her mobile phone, but also her room. And … Ask li 

deshui. Even if he is not an accomplice, he might know something!”” ” 

“””Alright, alright, leave this to me!”” Cui Lizhu returned to the restaurant with Liang Chenchen’s phone 

… ” 

“””Team leader Zhao,”” Shi Min quickly put down her phone and reported to Zhao Yu,””I have contacted 

the person in charge of the food Festival. They have sent all the patrol police to look for a bite of China 

Xiaoli!”” ” 

“””Just in case …”” Zhao Yu said.””Send another group of people to a bite of China Xiaoli’s house to take 

a look …”” ” 

“””Oh, Alright, alright!”” Shi Min picked up the phone again. ” 

“””Zeng ke, Zeng ke …”” Zhao Yu said, pressing his earphones.””Quick, check the phone numbers of 

Guan Xueli’s family. Beat them up and see if anyone was with Guan Xueli!”” ” 

“””Oh, I understand, I understand …”” Zeng ke took the order and immediately started. ” 

“””Team leader,”” Wu Xiumin’s voice came from the earpiece.””I just found out that Liang Chenchen 

used to be a member of the track and field team of Kunyang No. 11 middle school. She even 

represented Kunyang city in the provincial Games!”” ” 

“””All hit!”” Zhao Yu nodded.””That explains why she was able to climb up the wall, which is three 

meters high!”” ” 



“””There’s another important piece of news,”” Wu Xiumin said.””Maybe it’s related to Liang Chenchen’s 

motive for killing her. Liang Chenchen’s mother has serious uremia, and she needs a lot of money for a 

kidney transplant!”” ” 

“””Oh?”” Zhao Yu didn’t know how to react.””Are you short of money? But … You can’t earn money by 

killing people, right?”” ” 

“””It should be the inducement!”” Wu Xiumin said,””originally, the restaurant opened by Liang 

Chenchen and her husband could have made a profit, but the female host almost closed it down, which 

deepened her hatred!”” ” 

“””Oh … I understand!”” Zhao Yu nodded and said,””Liang Chenchen’s mother is also Liang Xiaoyi’s 

mother. Originally, Liang Xiaoyi could have earned enough money to treat his mother’s illness, but it was 

ruined by another streamer! ” 

“””Then, her brother-in-law, li Debing, also encountered the same reason, so …”” ” 

“””Zhao Yu,”” Xi menna urged,””shouldn’t we hurry to the food Festival? Maybe we can still make it!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Zhao Yu stopped talking to Wu Xiumin, then reached out to open the police car door. ” 

“However, as soon as the car door was pulled open, Captain Shi rushed in from behind and reported,”” ” 

“””It’s not precise enough, team leader Zhao!”” Captain Shi said,””according to the location, a bite of 

China Xiaoli is in the middle of Dulan Street. However, it’s a Food Festival there and it’s crowded!”” ” 

“””Even if there’s a sea of people, we still have to look!”” Zhao Yu said,””send more people. Human lives 

are at stake … Mm …”” ” 

“Suddenly, Zhao Yu thought of something and quickly closed the car door, then made a pause gesture. ” 

“””What … What’s wrong?”” Captain Shi was curious. ” 

“””Wait a minute!”” Zhao Yu took the phone from Xi menna’s hand and opened the live streaming app 

again, showing the page for a bite of China’s Xiaoli. ” 

“Then, he reached out and quickly browsed through the Short Video that a bite of China Xiaoli had 

recently uploaded. ” 

“””…My dear friends, this Food Festival is not just for show …”” A video recorded by a bite of China Xiaoli 

appeared on the screen.””There are many delicacies that even I have never heard of! ” 

“””This time, I’ll introduce you to a few old restaurants and bring you to try the most classic local 

delicacies of Kunyang. Remember to follow my live broadcast, don’t miss it …”” ” 

“””Old restaurants … Restaurants …”” Zhao Yu gestured as he spoke.””Think about it, if I were the live 

broadcast killer, where and when would I choose to make my move?”” ” 

“””Oh … When she’s savoring delicious food, she’ll definitely do a live broadcast, and the restaurant is a 

relatively quiet place, so …”” Xi menna said,””the murderer would choose one of them and go for a bite 

of China Xiaoli?”” ” 



“””The key is …”” Captain Shi said,””there are dozens of old restaurants on the food street. Which one 

would it be?”” ” 

“””That fatty …”” Zhao Yu pointed at the old Li restaurant and said,””he said that Xiaoli’s 

recommendations are all based on benefits! ” 

“She wouldn’t recommend a restaurant for no reason …”” ” 

“””If I was the murderer, how would I know which one Xiaoli would recommend?”” ” 

“””Following … Or eavesdropping?”” Captain Shi guessed. ” 

“””Zeng ke,”” Zhao Yu said to Zeng ke,””check a bite of China Xiaoli’s call history immediately to see if 

there are any phone numbers related to the food street.”” ” 

“””Since we’re discussing a collaboration, the call time will definitely be quite long …”” ” 

“””Oh, okay!”” The sound of Zeng ke tapping on his headphones could be heard. ” 

“””Eh? He’s … He’s online! It’s on, the live broadcast is on!”” At the same time, Xi menna realized that a 

bite of China Xiao Li had already started her livestream. ” 

“””F * ck!”” Zhao Yu scolded,””the live broadcast is on. Can’t you see your missed calls?”” ” 

“””It’s okay, I can leave her a message to remind her!”” Xi menna quickly entered the livestream 

message … ” 

“””I’ve found it!”” At this time, Zeng ke had already found some information.””Leader, there is a phone 

call from a family in Kunyang. The shop is located on Dulan Street, very close to a bite of China Xiaoli’s 

location!”” He said. ” 

“””I know him, I know him!”” Captain Shi mumbled,””I’ve eaten there a few times. It’s really good, but 

it’s too expensive …”” ” 

“Almost at the same time, a voice from a tip of the tongue Xiao Li came through Xi menna’s phone.”” ” 

“… Dear foodies, I’m sorry I opened a little late. There were too many people just now. I brought a lot of 

equipment today, and I was worried that it would be squeezed out … ” 

“””Here …”” A signboard appeared on the camera of the live broadcast on the phone. A bite of China 

Xiaoli introduced,””the first old restaurant I’m going to introduce to everyone today is here! ” 

“””Yes, kun Xuyang is from the Chu family! ” 

“””I believe that many of our friends have come here to eat, but you may not know that Kunyang has 

recently launched several delicious dishes, especially the spicy fish with pickled vegetables. It has been 

popular in the entire Food Festival recently, and today …”” ” 

“””Quick, the people of Kunyang, the people of Kunyang!”” Captain Shi shouted at his phone,””listen up, 

everyone. Regardless of the distance, rush over immediately. Xiao Li from a tip of the tongue is in 

danger, in danger …”” ” 



“””Zeng ke,”” Zhao Yu also shouted into his headset,””call the people in Kunyang immediately and ask 

them to remind a bite of China Xiaoli, quick!”” ” 

“Just as Zhao Yu and Captain Shi were panicking, a bite of China Xiao Li had already entered the living 

room of the Kunyang family. ” 

“Perhaps she had prepared in advance, after she entered, she passed through the crowded Hall and 

went straight to the door of a private room on the second floor. ” 

“””…Dear foodies, I’ve ordered all the new dishes here today. I’ll introduce them to you later while I try 

them …”” ” 

“””Xiaoli … Xiaoli, a phone call …”” A man’s voice suddenly came from the live broadcast. In the shaking 

camera, a young man dressed as a lobby manager could be seen holding a mobile phone in front of a tip 

of the tongue Xiaoli.””Answer the call, it’s the police!”” ” 

“””Ah?”” Xiaoli was slightly stunned. She took the phone and went into the private room.””Who are 

you?”” W-what did you say?”” ” 

“A bite of China Xiaoli had wanted to sit on the chair in front of the dining table, but after hearing the 

contents of the phone call, she suddenly trembled. ” 

“Next, perhaps she wanted to call out to the young man outside, or perhaps she wanted to leave the 

room, but just as she turned around, a black shadow suddenly appeared on the camera! ” 

“In the dark, a terrifying face mask flashed past … ” 

“””Ah …”” ” 

“With the flash of the axe, the sound of Xiao Li’s miserable shrieks could be heard from the private 

room. ” 

 

Chapter 2492: The fairness I want 

 

“Two hours later, in the interrogation room of the Kunyang police station, Liang Chenchen was brought 

to the interrogation chair.” 

“””Team leader Zhao,”” in the monitoring room next door, team leader Shi was reporting the latest 

situation to Zhao Yu.””Guan Xueli’s right arm was chopped off, but her life is not in danger. She is 

currently being treated in the hospital, but she needs to undergo surgery …””” 

“””Fortunately, the police arrived in time,”” cui Lizhu said.””If they had been one step later, it would 

have been hard to say what would have happened to this a bite of China Xiao Li!””” 

“””That lobby manager is really something,”” Xi menna taunted.””He saw the live broadcast of an 

assassin killing someone, but not only did he not come to save her, he even ran away! He’s really 

something …””” 



“””Team leader Zhao,”” Captain Shi continued to report,””the window of the private room was open. 

Liang Chenchen must have climbed in through the window, changed her clothes from the private room, 

and hid under the table, waiting for the opportunity to strike!” 

“””Also, we found a backpack outside the window …”” He added.” 

“””The person under the table sure is bold!”” Cui Lizhu put her hands on her hips and said,””a bite of 

China Xiaoli is going to recommend a new dish. There must be someone around to introduce it, right?””” 

“””She knows that a bite of China Xiao Li isn’t alone. Would she still dare to do it so brazenly?””” 

“””Maybe …”” Captain Shi guessed,””she originally planned to wait for Xiao Li to be alone before taking 

action?”” But she saw that we called her, so she made a move in advance?” 

“””Or perhaps, even if there were others, they might not be able to stop her?” 

“””As long as I kill ‘tongue Xiao Li’, she’ll be able to escape from the window. It’s a busy Food Festival 

outside, it’ll be too easy for her to disappear into the crowd …””” 

“””Hehe, no matter what …”” Cui Lizhu said.””The murderer has been caught, so we can finally relax!””” 

“””No!”” Unexpectedly, Zhao Yu said to Captain Shi cautiously,””although the motive is obvious, such a 

big thing as murder must be investigated clearly!” 

“””Captain Shi, send someone to check the account details of all of Liang Chenchen’s family members. 

I’m worried that the Western Sichuan ghost king case will start here!””” 

“””Ah?”” Captain Shi was stunned.””The Western Sichuan ghost king case? What … What do you 

mean?””” 

“””Our boss suspects that there might be some unspeakable business motive behind this case!”” Cui 

Lizhu knew Zhao Yu well, so she immediately explained,””it’s also possible that Liang Chenchen was 

hired by someone …””” 

“””Ah? It can’t be, right?”” Captain Shi was dumbfounded.” 

“””Even though Liang Chenchen’s mother is seriously ill, it’s not hopeless. If someone pays Liang 

Chenchen to kill her enemies, she might agree!”” Zhao Yu said,””of the three victims, besides Dou 

Manyin, Xu youran and Guan Xueli were quite influential!” 

“””One of them is in the tourism industry, and the other is in the gastronomic industry. Both of them are 

known for their sharp tongues. It’s not impossible for the big bosses of the big Enterprises that they’ve 

offended to want their lives!””” 

“””I understand,”” Captain Shi nodded and said,””I’ll send someone to investigate!””” 

“””Not just Liang Chenchen’s family,”” Zhao Yu reminded her,””but also the big companies with power, 

criminal records, and grudges!””” 

“””Understood!”” Captain Shi quickly took his phone and left the interrogation room.” 



“At this time, Zeng ke turned on his laptop and showed Zhao Yu a video. He then said,””this video was 

found by the police detectives from the driving recorder of a large truck that passed by Xichuan road!””” 

“””One of the trucks was captured very clearly,”” Zeng ke said.””The time showed that it was 12:17, 

which was 10 minutes after Dou Manyin was killed. At the intersection of Flower Street and Xichuan 

road, a woman walked out of Flower Street with a backpack on her back …””” 

“Zhao Yu took a closer look, and saw that the woman in the video was Liang Chenchen.” 

This further confirmed the fact that Liang Chenchen was the live stream killer! 

“At this time, the interrogation had begun, and it was Miao Ying and Wu Xiumin who were in charge of 

the interrogation.” 

Liang Chenchen confessed to her crimes because she had caught a criminal. 

“However, Liang Chenchen was not dejected like the other criminals. Instead, she was full of resentment 

and shouted,””” 

“…””I’ve been forced into a corner by them! Since they won’t let our family live, then even if I die, I’ll 

make them die with me …” 

“””Police officer, I’ll confess. There’s no need for me to hide it anymore. Xu youran and Dou Manyin 

were both killed by me. From the planning to the execution, I did it all by myself.” 

“…””I don’t have any regrets for my crimes. If I do, it would be that I regret not being able to kill Guan 

Xueli!” 

“””This evil woman accused us of exchanging fake notes for her, and even mobilized all her fans to 

attack and defame our restaurant, saying that our family is a tourist trap …” 

“””Our family is just a small business, and we’re doing honest business. The 100 yuan counterfeit notes 

were clearly from Guan Xueli, but not only did she not admit it, she even made a false accusation …” 

“””I don’t understand how these people can be so vicious. In order to show off her strength, she must 

make things difficult for US small businesses. Why didn’t she even leave us a way out?” 

“… I know, in just a few months, our family has offended three female live streamers, and it’s indeed 

quite unlucky …” 

“””But … We don’t want to offend them. We … We just want to earn money and treat my mother’s 

illness …” 

“…””My brother finally managed to open a specialty store, but because he didn’t give Xu youran any 

benefits, she maliciously slandered him and destroyed my brother’s great career …” 

“””Dou Manyin didn’t distinguish between right and wrong, slandering my uncle li Debing for harassing 

her, causing my uncle’s reputation to be ruined, his wife and children to be separated, and he lost his 

good job just like that. He couldn’t even stay in Kun Yang anymore, and even had to go overseas to make 

a living …” 

“””Is this fair?” 



“I know li Debing’s character the best. He is definitely not a wretched man. He is an honest young man 

…””” 

“””It’s easy for them to move their mouths, but our lives will be ruined …” 

“””Police officer … The evil intention did not start on the first day,”” Liang Chenchen said with her 

bloodshot eyes,””after my brother’s accident, after my brother-in-law’s accident, and after the incident 

at our restaurant, we all tried to use legal means to solve it!” 

“””But … The expensive lawyer fees and the back and forth wrangling left us with no hope at all!” 

“””Someone told us very clearly that with our little strength, we can’t afford to offend these big shots …” 

“””I’m a straightforward person. Since we can’t solve it through the proper way, I can only use my own 

way!”” Liang Chenchen said angrily,””didn’t you say I can’t afford to offend you? I’m going to try 

provoking him …” 

“””Don’t they like to show off in front of the camera?” 

“””Sure, I’ll let them do as much as they want and make them the focus of the entire internet … But …”” 

Liang Chenchen gritted her teeth and said,””this is their last live broadcast!”” Hahaha …””” 

 

Chapter 2493: Chapter 2487-godly detective’s premonition 

 

“At 9 p.m., In a private room of a restaurant near the Kunyang police station. ” 

“””In short, I don’t feel very comfortable …”” Cui Lizhu said, holding a can of beer.””It’s another typical 

case of driving an honest man into a corner!”” ” 

“””But I don’t really sympathize with him. I feel that this crime could have been avoided …”” ” 

“””Behind every crime case, there’s something worth thinking about,”” Miao Ying said as she picked up 

a mouthful of food.””So far, this case can’t be concluded carelessly! ” 

“””Perhaps, there is something hidden behind it that we don’t know about …”” ” 

“”?!”Cui Lizhu smiled bitterly, then pointed at Zhao Yu and said,””you two are really a couple. The way 

you speak and the tone of your voice are exactly the same!”” ” 

“””No,”” Zhao Yu waved his hand and said,””I thought about it in a more complicated way. I even sent 

someone to investigate the live broadcast platform!”” ” 

“””Oh?”” Everyone was stunned.””Why?”” ” 

“””Xu youran, Dou Manyin, and Guan Xueli happened to be on the same live streaming platform,”” Zhao 

Yu said.””Ever since the live stream murder case happened, the platform’s attention, click rate, and 

registration rate increased tenfold! ” 

“””If there’s a big winner, it’s obviously the platform!”” ” 



“””Oh my God …”” Ran Tao muttered.””Boss’s brain is really not ordinary …”” ” 

“””But …”” Zhao Yu shrugged his shoulders.””Obviously, I’m overthinking it … The platform wouldn’t be 

stupid enough to do this kind of thing! It makes no difference to them whether they earn a few billion or 

a few billion …”” ” 

“””That’s right …”” Cui Lizhu grinned.””Those three female live streamers brought a lot of revenue to the 

platform!”” ” 

“””I think this Liang Chenchen is quite complicated …”” Xi menna held the chicken wing in her mouth 

and looked at the dishes.””After all, it’s a live stream of killing! ” 

“””The entire process of her killing Xu youran and Dou Manyin shows that she has guts and strategy! ” 

“””I’m wondering why she can’t calm down and think of other ways to solve the problem if she can 

come up with such a powerful way to kill people.”” ” 

“””The answer is simple,”” Zhao Yu said.””Because she was completely occupied by hatred! ” 

“””Just like when I solved the lost hand case and the devil case, genius criminals. If they could use their 

talents in other aspects, how good would that be …”” ” 

“””In any case …”” Wu Xiumin said.””Murder is a crime, and Liang Chenchen has been arrested. We can 

finally breathe a sigh of relief!”” ” 

“””Yes, yes,”” Zeng ke said.””Let’s relax first!”” After that … Um …””He asked with uncertainty,”” team 

leader, the two cases after that, were they …”” ” 

“””Right! Do I even need to say that?”” Miao Ying answered before Zhao Yu could,””our great detective 

Zhao has officially submitted his application to personally investigate the frozen female corpse and the 

return of the missing person from Xiaoyao mountain!”” ” 

“””Wow!”” Zeng ke swallowed.””It’s another double case!”” It’s exciting …”” ” 

“””As the world’s number one detective, who is famous in the universe,”” Zhao Yu said, feeling good 

about himself,””it’s rare to encounter such a Strange Case. How can I miss it?”” ” 

“””Aiyo, your shameless ability has improved again!”” Cui Lizhu quickly “”liked”” it. “”In the past, he was 

just a famous person who shook the universe. Now, the world’s number one has appeared. He’s so 

shameless …”” ” 

“Cui Lizhu nodded, and everyone gave her a thumbs up. ” 

“””You flatter me, you flatter me!”” “”Alright, although the case isn’t closed yet, at least one case has 

been solved. I have a premonition, so why don’t I say it first and see if it will come true in the future?”” 

Zhao Yu said, holding his fist to each of them and raising his glass to celebrate. ” 

“””What premonition?”” Xi menna was curious.””You’re not trying to say that the livestream murder 

case is the easiest to solve, are you?”” ” 

“””Wrong!”” Zhao Yu nodded and said,””I have a feeling that these two cases will be more difficult than 

the live stream murder case!”” ” 



“””What the …”” Xi menna rolled her eyes.””Isn’t that the same thing?”” ” 

“””I’m a godly detective. How can you guess what a godly detective is thinking?”” Zhao Yu chuckled and 

quickly changed the topic. He raised his glass and said,””come on, welcome back, little na! Let’s do it!”” 

” 

Zhao Yu’s team members quickly responded. 

“””Hehe …”” Ran Tao giggled.””Our Special Investigation Group should be the most special one, right? 

Now, there are three men and five women, and they are all beautiful women. The other Special 

Investigation groups are so envious!”” ” 

“When Ran Tao said that, everyone couldn’t help but smile. Finally, the depressing atmosphere was 

broken. ” 

“””By the way, Dr. Zhang,”” Zhao Yu said to Zhang Peipei, who was sitting opposite him,””about the 

frozen female corpse, what’s the situation on your side?”” Any new developments?”” ” 

“””There are!”” Zhang Peipei quickly said,””Mr. Gao has examined the body carefully again. We found 

some samples from the fingernails, hair, and other clothes. We are doing some analysis now!”” ” 

“””Mm … That’s good!”” Zhao Yu nodded.””In these samples, we might be able to find something 

related to the murderer! ” 

“””Did you notice that it’s a bit similar to the hanging coffin case? It was precisely because the bodies 

were well-preserved that the case from 34 years ago might be easier to solve! ” 

“””Because the criminals at that time didn’t know what DNA was, so the probability of leaving 

conclusive evidence was very high!”” ” 

“””Yes, I am!”” Zhang Peipei said with certainty,””because of the ice, all the information was preserved 

very well! ” 

“””By the way, team leader Zhao, there’s another new discovery that I haven’t reported to you yet,”” Dr. 

Zhang said.””Dr. Guo went to the scene again. Through the sand and river water sample analysis near 

the body, as well as the flow of the river, we can now confirm that the body floated from the upstream 

of the Jing River!”” ” 

“””However, because we can’t know how cold the female corpse was at the beginning, we can’t 

determine the general location where she was thrown into the river! ” 

“””We can only make an estimate based on the speed of the current and the temperature of the river 

water. It’s about 20 to 50 kilometers upstream. However … There are many tributaries of the Jing River, 

and the hydrology of each section is different. Our estimate is only for reference!”” ” 

“””Boss,”” cui Lizhu poured a glass of beer and said to Zhao Yu,””I think that we can’t just wait for the 

forensic team to investigate the frozen female corpses case. What if the information is worthless?”” ” 

“””So, we still have to follow the rules and start from two aspects. One is to track the source of the 

female corpse and check the ships that passed by at that time! ” 



“””The other option is to find all the people who were related to su ruohua from thirty-four years ago 

and screen them one by one to see which one of them has anything to do with freezing!”” ” 

“””Cui, that’s true,”” Wu Xiumin pouted and said.””The first aspect is easy to investigate, but the second 

aspect is difficult to investigate! ” 

“””It’s been 34 years, but things have changed. Many people have even passed away! “”Wu Xiumin 

shook her head and said,”” su ruohua is a university teacher, and she has taught countless students. If 

every student is a suspect, then …”” ” 

“””The body was just thrown out of the river, which means the murderer is still alive!”” However, Zhao 

Yu squinted his eyes and said,””so, we can rule out the suspects who are no longer alive! ” 

“””There’s one more thing …”” Zhao Yu looked at Wu Xiumin and said seriously,””a person who could 

freeze su ruohua for thirty-four years … This person …”” He pointed to his head.””There must be 

something wrong with this, right?”” ” 

“””So, we’re looking for someone who knows su ruohua, whose family is in the refrigerator business, 

and who’s different from ordinary people …”” ” 

 

Chapter 2494: Chapter 2488-splitting up 

 

“””Zhao Yu,”” on the quiet road in the middle of the night, Xi menna held onto Zhao Yu’s arm and 

said,””I bet that Liang Chenchen killed him because she was too resentful. She only wanted revenge and 

no one hired her!”” ” 

“””Oh? Is that so?”” “”Why?”” Zhao Yu asked. ” 

“””Intuition, it’s completely intuition!”” Xi menna said, feeling good,””if someone hired someone to kill, 

why did they have to hire a woman? ” 

“””Liang Xiaoyi and Li Debing seem to be more suitable than Liang Chenchen, right?”” ” 

“””Eh?”” Zhao Yu’s eyes lit up, and he patted Xi menna’s head.””When did you become smart? This is a 

logical deduction. How can it be completely based on intuition?”” ” 

“””But …”” Xi menna said,””this case is really touching! I hope that, as a streamer or a public figure, you 

can express your opinion after you’ve confirmed the facts! ” 

“””Don’t talk nonsense before you figure out the truth. It’ll obviously have a huge impact on those 

involved …”” ” 

“””Eh?”” Zhao Yu frowned.””Why do I feel like you’ve suddenly become more mature? could it be …”” ” 

Whoosh … 

“Just as Zhao Yu was about to express his feelings, the invisible alarm in his brain suddenly went off, and 

a target suddenly appeared in his brain! ” 



“Then, an arrow moved from the target. Someone was clearly aiming at him with a weapon! ” 

“””Ah!?”” ” 

Not good … 

“In the end, before Zhao Yu could react, he heard the sound of a bullet piercing through the air. A bullet 

hit Xi Mengna’s head, and blood instantly splattered onto his face. ” 

“””Ah!”” Zhao Yu shouted,””Xi Mengna!”” Xi Mengna!”” ” 

“””Hey, hey, hey …”” Miao Ying’s tired voice rang in his ears,””Zhao Yu, Zhao Yu, wake up, wake up!”” ” 

“””Ah!”” ” 

“Zhao Yu screamed again, waking up from his dream. ” 

Bada! 

“Miao Ying turned on the table lamp, and only then did Zhao Yu realize that it had just been a 

nightmare! ” 

“””Huchi … Huchi …”” He panted, and his head was covered in cold sweat. ” 

“””Please!”” Miss Miao rubbed her eyes and complained,””aren’t you obviously trying to make me 

jealous? I even dream of you, Xi Mengna, seriously …”” ” 

“””No… No, no…”” Although Zhao Yu had just woken up, his reaction was not slow. He quickly 

explained,””I dreamed that Xi Mengna was shot in the head! What are you jealous of …”” ” 

“””Ah? It can’t be, right?”” “”Would you like a glass of water?”” Miao Ying asked, concerned. ” 

“””No… No need!”” Zhao Yu waved his hand.””I … I’m going to the bathroom! I’ve disturbed you, so you 

can continue sleeping!”” ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu went to the bathroom to adjust himself and wash his face. Only then did he feel much 

more awake. ” 

“When he came out, he found that miss Miao had not continued to sleep. Instead, she had pulled open 

a corner of the curtain. He looked at his watch and realized that the sky was already bright! ” 

“Miao Ying looked at Zhao Yu and said,””it seems that you are still worried about your successor and the 

Yaksha!”” ” 

“””I don’t know …”” Zhao Yu poured himself a glass of water and said,””maybe it was because of the 

case!”” Don’t worry, it’s just a nightmare …”” ” 

“””Don’t worry too much,”” Miao Ying said.””Didn’t we already talk about it last night? The livestream 

murder case has already been closed, so the remaining two cases won’t be as stressful as the livestream 

case!”” ” 

“””Mm,”” Zhao Yu said.””I’ve thought about it. Why don’t we split up? You focus on the frozen female 

corpse, and I’ll investigate the case at Xiaoyao mountain today!”” ” 



“””Sure.”” Miao Ying nodded.””I’m planning to go to Jingjiang to take a look at the scene today, and 

then talk to some people who know su ruohua …”” ” 

“””Mm …”” Zhao Yu reminded her,””don’t forget about the National scholar in andu. This person must 

know a lot of inside information, and he might be the key …”” ” 

“””I know, great detective. You don’t need to remind me about this! You should take care of yourself!”” 

Miao Ying opened her arms wide.””Don’t think I don’t know!”” ” 

“””Oh?”” “”What do you know?”” Zhao Yu came closer and hugged her. ” 

“””Are you worried that the case of Xiaoyao mountain will not be solved?”” Miss Miao said 

seriously,””those two people don’t mean the end. There might be more similar victims in the future.”” ” 

“””Hehe …”” Zhao Yu laughed.””You know me best! Both of them showed signs of long-term 

imprisonment and abuse. What if there were more than two of them?”” ” 

“””Yeah …”” Miao Ying said curiously.””The most important question is, since they were imprisoned, 

why did they let them go? And … There was still one alive? ” 

“””Isn’t he afraid that the living one will spill all his secrets?”” ” 

…… 

“At 9 am, in an intensive care unit of the first hospital of Kun Yang city. ” 

“Looking at the skinny woman on the bed, Zhao Yu asked the police detective next to him,””””How is it? 

can you speak?”” ” 

“””It still doesn’t work,”” the agent quickly replied.””I’ve tried many times. Sometimes I can mumble a 

few words, but I can’t understand them at all …”” ” 

“””The doctor said that it’s not just her body that’s affected. She might have suffered a mental shock as 

well. Even if her body gets better in the future, I’m afraid that she might not be able to recover 

mentally!”” ” 

“””So …”” Zhao Yu asked again,””have you found out the relationship between the two victims?”” ” 

“””No…”” The police detective said regretfully.””The victim, Zhang Yuyin, was from Luo Wei, and qu 

Xiaohua was from Bao Shan. So far, we have not found any relationship between the two! ” 

“””That …”” He then added,””we have contacted the family members of two people and are waiting for 

further questioning. If they are related, we should be able to find out!”” ” 

“””Tsk tsk …”” Zhao Yu pouted and sighed.””There shouldn’t be any relationship between these two, 

right?”” ” 

“””Yup!”” The police detective echoed,””we think so too. There must be a reason for these two people 

to be illegally imprisoned!”” ” 

“””Yes,”” Zhao Yu said.””Investigate these two people’s past and see if they have offended anyone!”” ” 

“””Yes!”” The agent nodded.””We’re already investigating …”” ” 



“””Missing for 15 years,”” Zhao Yu said.””Did their family think that they were no longer in the world? ” 

“””Then … Do the two of them have any close relatives?”” ” 

“””You’re right. Qu Xiaohua’s husband married a new wife,”” the police detective said.””Qu Xiaohua 

only has a younger sister who is still alive. She doesn’t have any other relatives!”” ” 

“””Then … What about Zhang Yuyin?”” Zhao Yu asked again. ” 

“””Mm …”” The agent looked at the information and replied,””Zhang Yuyin’s wife didn’t remarry, but 

she has passed away! ” 

“””But he has a son who is 30 years old this year. He inherited his fish farm and is in the aquatic 

breeding business. I heard that his business is quite good!”” ” 

“30 years old, missing for 15 years … ” 

“Zhao Yu calculated silently. When Zhang Yuyin disappeared, his son was already 15 years old … ” 

“””Mm, alright!”” Zhao Yu said to the police officer,””give me a copy of the information. When the 

family members of these two people come, don’t forget to let me know!”” ” 

“””Alright!”” “”So … Are you going to see Zhang Yuyin’s body now?”” the agent asked. ” 

“””No!”” Zhao Yu said with certainty,””these two people couldn’t have appeared on Xiaoyao mountain 

for no reason. I’m going to the mountain to take a look now …”” ” 

 

Chapter 2495: Xiaoyao mountain 

 

“At noon, on the ropeway of Xiao Yao mountain. ” 

“””Hmm, it’s alright!”” Xi menna was holding a set of fried shaobing in her hand. She said as she 

ate,””that’s about it for a 4a Scenic Area. At least the air is pretty good!”” ” 

“Looking at Xi menna enjoying the food, Zhao Yu was impressed.””””I’m looking down on you more and 

more. Your appetite is really big. It’s so delicious!”” ” 

“””Don’t laugh at me,”” Xi menna argued.””I haven’t even eaten lunch yet! What’s wrong with eating a 

set of fried shaobing?”” ” 

“””Nothing …”” Zhao Yu smiled and turned his head to look out of the ropeway window. ” 

“The scenery outside was pleasant, and the air was fresh. Although the scenery was not the best, it had 

its own charm. ” 

“However, while admiring the scenery, Zhao Yu also took a look at the system in his mind out of habit. ” 

“Although the livestream murder case had basically ended, the double Gen hexagram in his mind had 

not changed at all. ” 



“From this point of view, the “”Gen”” hexagram that represented the case was still fermenting. He still 

had a long way to go and could not relax. ” 

“Soon, the ropeway reached the top of the mountain. The person in charge of the scenic Area and the 

local police detectives were already waiting for them. ” 

“””This ropeway was built in 2017.”” As soon as they got off the ropeway, manager Liu, the person-in-

charge of the attraction, introduced it to Zhao Yu and Zhao Yu.””Although there is no one on night duty, 

after work, the power will be turned off and the control room will be locked! ” 

“””Also, all the entrances and control rooms of the cable station are monitored. It’s impossible for 

anyone to have touched the cable, so we don’t know!”” ” 

“””Police officer Zhao,”” a local criminal investigation Captain surnamed Zhou said to Zhao Yu,””we have 

checked all the surveillance videos of the entire Xiaoyao mountain recently, but we didn’t find anything 

suspicious!”” ” 

“””Oh,”” Zhao Yu said, looking at the towering peaks.””Let’s go to the scene first! Let’s talk while we 

walk!”” ” 

“Thus, under manager Liu’s lead, everyone walked up the mountain steps to the top. ” 

“On the way, manager Liu told Zhao Yu about the Xiaoyao Mountain Scenic Area. He said that the scenic 

Area was mainly built around Taoist culture and natural scenery. ” 

“””All the buildings in the scenic Area are newly built ancient buildings,”” manager Liu 

explained.””However, although they are new, according to our research, there were indeed many Taoist 

priests living in seclusion on Xiaoyao mountain, as well as some ancient valuable stone carvings …”” ” 

“Zhao Yu observed his surroundings carefully, and he quickly realized that almost everything here was 

new. He then asked, ” 

“””As a tourist attraction, when was Xiaoyao mountain built?”” ” 

“”” 2007!”” Manager Liu said the time without thinking,””it was initially planned and developed by the 

Nanyun provincial tourism Bureau. Later, it was handed over to the Kangle Tourism Bureau to manage. I 

came here in 2009, so I’m considered an early elder!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Zhao Yu asked,””so, you’re a local of Kangle?”” ” 

“””Right!”” Manager Liu nodded.””I’ve been working at the Kangle Tourism Bureau. Later, I was 

transferred to the scenic Area!”” ” 

“””So,”” Zhao Yu asked,””the Xiaoyao Mountain Scenic Area is not a private enterprise?”” ” 

“””Yes,”” manager Liu replied.””It’s a pure government investment. We all get a fixed salary! “”Hehe, 

our Southern Cloud is a major tourism province. Developers develop scenic spots with economic 

benefits in mind! ” 

“””And Xiaoyao mountain doesn’t have many selling points, which obviously doesn’t meet their 

standards. Private investment will only make them lose money! ” 



“””Hehe … To put it bluntly,”” manager Liu pointed to the top of the mountain and said,””it’s more like a 

Park. Most of the people who come here are local people or tourists. There are very few tourist 

teams!”” ” 

“””Then …”” Zhao Yu asked again,””before the scenic Area was built, what was this place?”” ” 

“””Oh, it’s just a barren mountain!”” Manager Liu replied. ” 

“””Is that so?”” Zhao Yu thought for a moment, then asked,””is it related to any demolition issues?”” ” 

“””No, I don’t think so?”” Manager Liu said with uncertainty,””I don’t think so. You’ve seen it too. This 

place is so far from the city. There are no villages or towns here. Who would live here?”” ” 

“””Yes,”” at this time, a staff member next to manager Liu said,””the two villages closest to Xiaoyao 

mountain are our Zhanghe and liangzhai villages. This side of Xiaoyao mountain is a deep mountain 

forest! ” 

“””Only the hunters nearby and the hill-folk who pick mushrooms and herbs would come here. 

Otherwise … Why would there be so many Taoists who chose to live here in seclusion in ancient 

times?”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Zhao Yu turned to the local police detective and said,””Captain Zhou, can you help me do 

something? check if anything special happened around Xiaoyao mountain 15 years ago?”” ” 

“””For example … A criminal case, or an economic dispute …”” ” 

“””Oh, Alright, alright!”” Captain Zhou quickly nodded.””Don’t worry, I’ll get someone to do it!”” ” 

“”” 15 years …”” Xi menna blinked.”” 15 years ago was 2005. You mean those two people … Were 

related to Xiaoyao mountain? ” 

“””We don’t seem to know if those two people have anything to do with Xiaoyao mountain.”” ” 

“””Yes,”” Zhao Yu said.””Fifteen years ago, one of them was in rowei, and the other was in Baoshan. 

Neither of them seemed to have anything to do with Xiaoyao mountain! ” 

“””But …”” He said, facing the steep mountain,””if they have nothing to do with Xiaoyao mountain, how 

could they be left here by the murderer?”” ” 

“””Manager Liu,”” Xi menna asked curiously,””if we don’t take the ropeway, is there any other way to 

get to the crime scene at the top of the mountain?”” ” 

“””Of course there is,”” manager Liu said.””There is a main mountain road, from the main entrance to 

the top of the mountain! There was also a side road that led from the back mountain parking lot to the 

top of the mountain. ” 

“””In addition, there are also the plank roads we built, slide paths, and so on. They are basically all 

connected … ” 

“””Of course,”” manager Liu said.””Xiaoyao mountain is not famous, but it is quite big! There are also 

many small paths that hunters used to take in the past, all of which lead to the top of the mountain …”” 

” 



“””We investigated the surveillance cameras on the main road and the auxiliary road at the back of the 

mountain,”” Captain Zhou added.””We didn’t find anything unusual! Therefore, we suspect that the 

murderer is someone who knows Xiaoyao mountain well! ” 

“””The path he took should be a small mountain path!”” ” 

“””Oh, it’s a mountain path, and he can avoid the cameras,”” Zhao Yu said.””This person is indeed 

familiar with the environment!”” ” 

“””Don’t forget the most important thing,”” said Xi menna,””there are two more people! Not only did 

the murderer have to take a small path, but he also had to drag two people along. Is this …”” ” 

“””People …”” Captain Zhou analyzed,””maybe one person at a time, and then two separate times?”” ” 

“””No!”” Zhao Yu shook his phone and said,””the forensic doctor just sent me the latest news. They 

have completed the autopsy of the male victim and the physical report of the female victim! ” 

“””They suspect that the time between the dead Zhang Yuyin and the rescued qu Xiaohua was at least 

three days!”” ” 

“””Ah?”” Xi Mengna was shocked.””In other words, Zhang Yuyin had been lying in the hole for a few 

days, and then the murderer moved qu Xiaohua up? ” 

“””Why … Why is that?”” ” 

“””Why?”” Zhao Yu patted Xi Mengna’s hand and said,””I’m just feeding her some fried shaobing!”” ” 

 

Chapter 2496: Sub-tropical monsoon climate 

 

“””This is a natural cave,”” manager Liu explained to Zhao Yu when they arrived at the scene of the 

crime.””We placed the electric box in the cave to provide electricity to the surrounding attractions and 

shops!”” ” 

“””This cave …”” Zhao Yu looked at the cave carefully and asked,””where does it lead to?”” ” 

“””I can’t get anywhere!”” Manager Liu said,””this is a dead hole. It’s only this deep! We didn’t use rocks 

to block it on purpose!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” ” 

Zhao Yu walked around in the cave and realized that the cave was very small. It was at most ten square 

meters! 

“””Because there’s electricity,”” manager Liu said.””We installed an iron door. It’s usually locked, but 

someone broke it!”” ” 

“””When the victim was found,”” Captain Zhou said,””the iron door was also half open. Otherwise, it 

wouldn’t have been found!”” ” 



“””I heard,”” Xi menna asked,””that the victim was discovered by a tourist?”” ” 

“””Right!”” Captain Zhou said,””it’s after the holiday, so there aren’t many tourists! The victim was 

found by a family of three from Shanghai and Hong Kong who came to Nanyun for a self-driving tour!”” 

” 

“””And, it’s a bit of a coincidence,”” manager Liu added.””The real discovery should be their little boy! ” 

“””The little boy thought that the cave was a tourist spot and ran over from the main road. That was 

how his father found the victim … ” 

“””There was a tour guide there!”” Manager Liu said,””the tour guide is not the tour guide of our Scenic 

Area. He’s the travel agency’s …”” ” 

Tsk tsk … 

“At this time, Zhao Yu was completely immersed in his conjectures. ” 

“He stood in the hole, squatting down, standing up, and finally lying down where the victim had been 

lying down, seriously experiencing it. ” 

“Originally, everyone was already shocked by what they saw, but they didn’t expect that even more 

shocking things were yet to come. ” 

“Zhao Yu suddenly took off his top, even his undershirt, and lay on the ground, half-naked. ” 

“””It can’t be?”” It was also Xi menna’s first time seeing Zhao Yu inspect the scene in such a way. Her 

eyes were wide open, and she couldn’t stop mumbling, this guy doesn’t have many muscles? Why was 

he so strong in a fight? ” 

“””Don’t talk about ABS … You have a beer belly, right? ” 

“””Yo, yo, yo … I didn’t expect Lord crazy detective to be so fair and clean. You don’t even have any 

heart-protecting hair. You’re quite tender …”” ” 

“Xi menna’s mumbling was not loud, but Zhao Yu could still hear it. ” 

“However, Zhao Yu didn’t feel embarrassed at all, and his mind was still thinking about the case. He lay 

on the ground for a few minutes, then finally stood up. ” 

“””Manager Liu,”” he said in surprise as he put on his clothes,””it’s so warm here!”” ” 

“””Oh, yes, yes,”” manager Liu quickly replied.””This is also a major feature of our Xiaoyao mountain. 

Except for special weather conditions, the temperature on the mountain is basically maintained 

between 24 and 28 degrees. It’s not hot or cold, and it’s very comfortable …”” ” 

“””But …”” Zhao Yu wiped the mud off his arms and said,””it’s too damp!”” ” 

“””Yes, of course,”” manager Liu said.””Nanyun province is a subtropical monsoon climate, so it’s 

natural that it’s wet and rainy!”” ” 

“””That’s right,”” Captain Zhou agreed.””So, the air in the mountains is fresh and suitable for 

recuperation, but it’s not suitable for long-term residence!”” ” 



“””Yes, yes,”” manager Liu said.””The holiday resorts on Xiaoyao mountain are basically all at the foot of 

the mountain. It’s too humid on the mountain!”” ” 

“””F * ck …”” Xi menna helped Zhao Yu adjust his collar and complained behind his back,””the 

subtropical monsoon has come out, what does this have to do with the case?”” ” 

“””Police officer Zhao,”” at this time, manager Liu said,””you can rest assured that we have sent more 

people and strengthened the patrol!”” ” 

“””Yes,”” Captain Zhou agreed.””We also arranged for guards to stand outside the cave! If there’s any 

movement, we’ll definitely notice!”” ” 

“””Wrong!”” Zhao Yu quickly waved his hand and said,””you guys withdraw immediately, just like 

before!”” ” 

“””Ah?”” Everyone was stunned. ” 

“””If the murderer was still going to commit another crime, he might have changed his location after 

seeing so many of you!”” Zhao Yu said,””I heard you. Just install more surveillance cameras! ” 

“””Even if there are sentries, turn them into hidden sentries …”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Manager Liu wiped his sweat, and Captain Zhou came to a sudden realization. ” 

“””It can’t be?”” Xi menna’s eyes widened as she said,””you mean, there are more than two victims, and 

the murderer will release more people up the mountain?!”” ” 

“””What … What kind of case is this?”” ” 

“””Now, we can prove that qu Xiaohua and Zhang Yuyin were imprisoned and abused for fifteen years,”” 

Zhao Yu said.””Before we figure out the reason for their imprisonment, we can only assume that there 

were more victims than just the two of them! ” 

“””Because the two of them were not put into the cave on the same day!”” ” 

“””Tsk tsk … That’s really …”” Manager Liu frowned deeply,””what is the reason? Imprisonment might 

be understandable, but why did they let her go? ” 

“””And why did you choose our Xiaoyao mountain?”” ” 

“””Captain Zhou,”” Zhao Yu said,””take a look at the surveillance cameras on the road near Xiaoyao 

mountain and see if there were any suspicious vehicles passing by during the time of the crime!”” ” 

“””There were people in the scenic Area during the day, so the murderer should have sent them up the 

mountain at night! Check it carefully!”” ” 

“””Yes! “”Don’t worry,”” Captain Zhou said.””Great captain Shi has already given the order!”” ” 

“””Mm …”” Zhao Yu was about to say a few more words, when his phone suddenly rang. ” 

“It was team leader Shi Min. Shi Min told Zhao Yu that the husband and sister of the victim, qu Xiaohua, 

had arrived at the first hospital of Kun Yang. ” 



“Zhang Yuyin’s son, who had just died, was about to arrive at the Kunyang police station and could be 

questioned. ” 

“””Okay, you guys follow the procedure and ask questions first,”” Zhao Yu said.””Send me a real-time 

video and let me see it!”” ” 

“””Alright,”” Shi Min replied.””I’m also in the hospital now!”” Qu Xiaohua’s husband and sister are 

completely dumbfounded. We have to give them some time to calm down. No one can accept this 

immediately!”” ” 

“””Alright!”” Zhao Yu said,””I’m going down the mountain. Give me a video call later!”” ” 

“””Alright!”” ” 

“After hanging up the phone, Zhao Yu walked around the crime scene and assigned some tasks to 

manager Liu and Captain Zhou. Then, he left the mountain with Xi menna. ” 

“In the end, while they were still on the ropeway, team leader Shi Min had already sent them a video. ” 

“The other party was obviously asking the questions one by one. The first one to enter the camera was 

qu Xiaohua’s husband, tan wenpu. ” 

Tan wenpu was already an old man in his 70s. His hair was white and his skin was wrinkled. 

“””How … How did this happen?”” Tan wenpu was in disbelief.””Who … Who did this to her?”” Why … 

Was this so? ” 

“””Ten … More than ten years, she has been missing. Who is she?”” ” 

“””Mr. Tan, don’t get too excited,”” Captain Shi’s voice came from the video.””We are still investigating, 

so we need you to answer a few questions!”” ” 

“””Oh, question, question …”” Tan wenpu’s reaction seemed to be a bit slow. He repeated it twice 

before he nodded.””Okay, okay …”” ” 

“””Does your wife, qu Xiaohua, have a grudge against anyone?”” Captain Shi went straight to the point 

without any unnecessary operations. ” 

“””Well …”” Tan wenpu said,””she’s not short of money.”” No debt, no dispute, who could she have 

offended?”” ” 

“””Think about it carefully,”” Shi Min reminded him.””If there was no deep hatred between them, why 

would the murderer imprison qu Xiaohua for 15 years?”” ” 

“””This …”” Tan wenpu was stunned. After thinking for a long time, he said,””no, right? After we got 

married, it seems that I’m her biggest enemy. She always says that I’m incapable of living off a woman, 

and that … That’s it?”” ” 

 

Chapter 2497: Missing 

 



“””This old man is a little unreliable!”” On the ropeway, Xi menna pinched her chin and said,””are you 

trying to trick yourself with your own strength?”” ” 

“Zhao Yu didn’t speak, but stared at tan wenpu’s expression in the video, then sent an internal voice 

message to Captain Shi Min. ” 

“””Captain Shi, ask him if qu Xiaohua said that he was living off a woman. Is she very rich?”” ” 

“In the video, Captain Shi received Zhao Yu’s prompt and immediately asked. ” 

“””Hmm…It’s alright!”” Tan wenpu said,””when we first met, she drove an imported Volvo, which cost 

more than 400000 Yuan! ” 

“””Don’t forget, that was in the year 2000 … ” 

“””Also, she paid for our Flower Shed …”” He added. ” 

“””Then … Do you know why she is so rich?”” Captain Shi asked. ” 

“””She’s either planting flowers or herbs,”” said Captain Shi.””She told me that she opened a plantation 

in Kunyang and made a lot of money!”” ” 

“””Oh?”” Captain Shi was puzzled.””Since you’re making so much money, why do you want to go back 

and plant flowers?”” ” 

“””Oh,”” tan wenpu said slowly,””after she divorced her husband, she split the assets and all the 

properties went to her husband!”” ” 

“What?”Xi menna was surprised to speak in English. 

Zhao Yu was frowning. 

“””Are you alright?”” Team leader Shi Min was also at a loss. She asked,””aren’t you her husband?”” ” 

“””No, no,”” tan wenpu explained.””I’m her step-husband, Oh no, no no no… I should say, she was 

married before I was married. After we divorced, she gave the factory to her husband, Lingzhi …”” ” 

“””Oh … Oh …”” He touched his head and said excitedly,””I remember now. They used to grow 

Lingzhi!”” He was always making money! ” 

“””After I got married to qu Xiaohua, she invested some money in wanting to grow Lingzhi in Baoshan, 

but she lost everything … ” 

“””The most infuriating thing was that she didn’t have any good guts. Instead, she blamed me and 

scolded me every day. Not only did she scold me, but she also beat me … ” 

“””I only stopped after someone abducted her …”” ” 

“””…”” Zhao Yu and Xi Mengna looked at each other. They did not expect the old man to be so honest 

and dare to say anything. ” 

“””You guys …”” Captain Shi asked,””when did you guys meet?”” ” 



“””It’s … It’s the one in 2000, and it was introduced by someone,”” tan wenpu said.””She’s not pretty. If 

she wasn’t rich, how could I fall for a divorced woman? ” 

“””Actually, even if she didn’t go missing, I think we wouldn’t be able to live anymore, right?”” Tan 

wenpu said expressionlessly,””that woman lied to me. She said that she divorced her ex-husband 

because they didn’t have a good relationship. In fact, she couldn’t have children at all! ” 

“””If you can’t have children, no matter how much money you have, it won’t do …”” ” 

“””Then tell me about the situation when she went missing. Where did she go missing, and how did she 

go missing?”” Captain Shi continued to ask. ” 

“””In Baoshan,”” tan wenpu said.””That day, it was no different from any other day. She came back from 

the flower Shed at night at around Sixo’ clock. I have to make sure that dinner is ready at six thirty!”” ” 

“””But after that day, he never came back … ” 

“””I’ve called the police. How can I not call the police?”” Tan wenpu trembled as he explained,””at the 

beginning, no matter how I thought about it, I thought it was kidnapping and blackmailing! ” 

“””Her sister and I were even busy raising money! But in the end, no kidnappers contacted us, so we 

realized that there might be other problems … ” 

“””Then, the police investigated her money and phone records, but there was nothing unusual, so they 

ruled out the possibility that she ran away with someone! ” 

“””To be honest,”” tan wenpu muttered,””it’s really strange! She’s always scolding and hitting me, but 

she has a good relationship with her neighbors! ” 

“””Oh … She even taught us how to grow flowers step by step. Not only was there nothing wrong with it, 

but she was also quite good at it! I really can’t think of who’s messing with her! ” 

“””After so many years, I thought she was dead, so …”” Tan wenpu swallowed and said innocently,””I 

found a wife and had a child. Officer, do you think this is considered bigamy?”” ” 

“””You old …”” Captain Shi seemed to want to curse, but in front of so many people, he did not. ” 

“At that moment, the ropeway had reached its stop. Zhao Yu and Xi menna got on the electric car that 

the scenic Area had prepared for them, then drove directly to the parking lot behind the mountain. ” 

“In the electric car, they continued to watch the interrogation video on their phones. ” 

“””Officer, officer …”” Tan wenpu continued,””I had an idea, and I’ve told the police about it. I think … 

Qu Xiaohua’s disappearance might be related to someone!”” ” 

“””Oh?”” Captain Shi was stunned for a moment before he guessed the answer.””You mean … Qu 

Xiaohua’s ex-husband?”” ” 

“””Right!”” Tan wenpu said,””if there’s anyone who has a grudge against qu Xiaohua, it’s probably this 

person, right?”” ” 

“””Then …”” Captain Shi asked,””do you know about his ex-husband’s situation?”” ” 



“””I know, but I don’t really know …”” Tan wenpu nodded and then shook his head.””I only know that 

her ex-husband’s surname is Peng, and he’s from Kunyang. They didn’t have a good relationship and 

didn’t have any children …”” ” 

“””Yes, we also planted Lingzhi together and made a lot of money. That’s all?”” ” 

“””Well … Since you’ve told the police at that time, have they investigated it?”” Shi Min asked. ” 

“””I’ve checked!”” Tan wenpu said,””but we didn’t find that person!”” ” 

“””Oh?”” Captain Shi immediately attracted his attention.””You didn’t find it?”” ” 

“””Yes,”” tan wenpu said,””I heard that they did look for it, but they didn’t find it!”” ” 

“””Tsk tsk …”” At this time, Xi Mengna, who was holding her phone, said to Zhao Yu,””why did this 

woman have an ex-husband that you didn’t find? ” 

“””Zhao Yu, this ex-husband of mine is obviously very important!”” ” 

“””Nonsense, do I need you to say that?”” Zhao Yu said in a commanding tone,””tell Zeng ke about this 

now, and ask him to find out who qu Xiaohua’s ex-husband is.”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Xi menna obediently picked up her phone. ” 

“At this time, the electric car arrived at the parking lot, and the two returned to the police car. They 

were still on their way back to Kunyang. ” 

“After the car started, tan wenpu’s questioning came to an end. Next, it was time to question qu 

Xiaohua’s sister. ” 

“As the saying goes, blood is thicker than water. Qu Xiaohua’s sister’s reaction was completely different 

from tan wenpu ‘s. She wiped her tears and scolded angrily,”” ” 

“””I told you, this damn tan guy has no conscience. He kept saying that my sister is dead!”” She gritted 

her teeth and said,””actually, don’t you just want to find a young and beautiful wife? ” 

“””He’s a poor and useless piece of trash with no ability at all. Which of the things in the house wasn’t 

bought by my sister? ” 

“””Oh, that’s good. My sister isn’t dead yet! This ungrateful Chen Shimei, who did he let down? ” 

“””When my sister wakes up, we’ll teach him a lesson … ” 

“””Wu…Waa …”” Immediately after, she began to cry out loud.””My poor sister! Police officers, you 

have to help my sister. Put on tan wenpu, that bastard … Waah …”” ” 

 

Chapter 2498: Ex-husband 

 

“””So …”” In the video, team leader Shi Min asked qu Xiaohua’s sister, qu xiaoduo,””you suspect that 

your sister’s disappearance is related to tan wenpu?”” ” 



“””That … That’s not the case …”” Qu xiaoduo wiped her tears and replied. ” 

“””Oh?”” “”Why?”” Captain Shi asked curiously. ” 

“””Because …”” Qu xiaoduo said seriously,””didn’t my sister come back alive? That idiot tan wenpu 

didn’t have the brains to lock my sister up for 15 years. “” ” 

“””You …”” Captain Shi was dumbfounded. ” 

Zhao Yu and Xi menna looked at each other. 

“””If tan wenpu really did it, then she must have killed someone …”” Qu xiaoduo said,””how could she 

let my sister live? Besides … That good-for-nothing didn’t have the guts to do that! ” 

“””By the way,”” qu xiaoduo said,””when my sister went missing, I secretly discussed with the police and 

asked them to investigate tan wenpu, but in the end, it was proven that he was fine …”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Captain Shi Min pondered for a moment and said,””if … It wasn’t tan wenpu, who else do you 

think did it? ” 

“””Who has a grudge against your sister? not only that, but they would also imprison your sister for 15 

years?”” ” 

“””This … Sob …”” Unexpectedly, qu xiaoduo started crying again. Tears came as she said,””my sister has 

suffered. 15 years? ‘It doesn’t look like a human anymore. I just … Sob sob sob, I can’t even recognize it 

…’ ” 

“””Police officer, who … Who is so cruel and evil? My sister is a good person. Although she has a bad 

temper, she is kind and has never offended anyone. “” ” 

“””Oh?”” Captain Shi paused for a moment and asked,””then … What about her ex-husband?”” Do you 

know him?”” ” 

“””Peng … Peng … Peng … Tsk tsk …”” Qu xiaoduo scratched her head and said,””Peng what?”” It’s been 

too long, I can’t remember …”” ” 

“””Don’t worry,”” Captain Shi advised.””Think about it slowly. Have you seen this person before?”” ” 

“””Oh, it’s like this. At that time, I was still in school! “”Junior high …”” Qu xiaoduo said,””my sister asked 

me to go to Kun Yang to play. I saw it once. At that time, they were dating, but my sister only said that it 

was her boyfriend! ” 

“””He’s rich. He treated me to a meal at the best restaurant in Kunyang and gave me many valuable gifts 

… ” 

“””But, just that one time,”” qu xiaoduo said,””after a year or two, my sister returned to Baoshan and 

said that she had broken up with Peng Zhengyi! ” 

“””Eh? “”Look at my brain … I remember now.”” Qu xiaoduo clenched her fists excitedly.””His name is 

Peng Zhengyi. He looks like a gentleman and an intellectual. He always wears glasses, oh no, sunglasses! 

” 



“””I thought there was something wrong with his eyes! Later, my sister told me that it’s more 

fashionable to wear those sunglasses. Those sunglasses cost more than 1000 Yuan …”” ” 

“While qu xiaoduo was talking, Zhao Yu gestured to Xi Mengna, telling her to tell Zeng ke about the 

situation so that he could quickly find out more about qu Xiaohua’s ex-husband. ” 

“””Then … What happened after that?”” Captain Shi continued to ask. ” 

“””Then, then my sister went to tan wenpu like she was blind!”” Qu xiaoduo said,””I really don’t know 

what my sister was thinking. She was driving a Volvo at that time and had at least a million or so in her 

hands. She could be considered a rich woman at that time! ” 

“””But what about tan wenpu? I’m poor …”” ” 

“””No, no,”” Captain Shi quickly stopped her and corrected her.””I mean, did you see this Peng Zhengyi 

again after that?”” ” 

“””No,”” qu xiaoduo quickly replied,””I haven’t seen it again! I’ve secretly asked my sister where your 

boyfriend is. ” 

“””She said they broke up, and that man found another woman and is already married …”” ” 

“””Oh?”” Captain Shi quickly asked,””then, did your sister marry this Peng Zhengyi?”” ” 

“””Well … I’m not sure.”” Qu xiaoduo shook her head.””I don’t know much about my sister’s Affairs. 

Anyway, tan wenpu always says that my sister is remarried!”” ” 

“””Do you know how your sister earns her money?”” Captain Shi asked again. ” 

“””Um … I think … I think it’s a kind of herbal medicine in … Kangle, right?”” Qu xiaoduo answered. ” 

Oh? 

“This sentence finally caught everyone’s attention, because Xiaoyao mountain was in Kangle. ” 

“””Plant herbs?”” Captain Shi asked again,””why did tan wenpu say that it’s to grow Lingzhi?”” ” 

“””Oh … Yes, yes!”” Qu xiaoduo quickly nodded.””Yes, I must have remembered wrongly. I think it’s 

about growing Lingzhi. In that era, there were only a few people who grew Lingzhi in the entire country. 

That thing was so valuable! ” 

“””I remember that my sister sent some to my parents. She said that it’s nutritious and nourishing. I 

wonder if my parents have eaten it …”” ” 

“””Then … Have you heard your sister mention Xiaoyao mountain?”” Captain Shi asked cautiously. ” 

“””No.”” Qu xiaoduo shook her head.””Never. I’ve only mentioned Kangle. I heard that she and Peng 

Zhengyi grew Lingzhi there and made money from it. But Xiaoyao mountain … I’ve never heard of it …”” 

” 

“””Then …”” Captain Shi continued,””do you still remember Peng Zhengyi’s appearance? At that time, 

was he older or younger than your sister, and … Did he have any easy to remember characteristics …”” ” 



“Zhao Yu knew that only the usual questions were left, so he closed the video. ” 

“””How is it?”” “”Did Zeng ke find anything?”” he asked Xi menna. ” 

“””Probably not married,”” Xi menna said.””Otherwise, there’s no way we couldn’t find out …”” ” 

* Buzz Buzz … * 

“Just then, Zhao Yu’s phone suddenly rang. He opened it and saw that it was Wu Xiumin. ” 

“””Team leader, you said you wanted to ask about the video, right?”” Wu Xiumin said,””Zhang Yuyin’s 

son has arrived. The people from the Kun Yang police station are asking about him. Should I contact you 

now?”” ” 

“””Oh … You’re Zhang Yuyin’s son, right?”” Zhao Yu quickly nodded.””Okay, give me the link!”” ” 

“””Okay,”” Wu Xiumin said to Zhao Yu as she sent the video link.””Team leader, I just heard from Zhang 

Yuyin’s son that in the late 1980s and early 1990s, Zhang Yuyin grew Lingzhi in the mountains of Kangle, 

and even set up a company. I just don’t know if it has anything to do with Xiaoyao mountain …”” ” 

“””I’ll cut!”” Zhao Yu first looked at Xi menna, then his eyes suddenly lit up. He quickly said to Wu 

Xiumin,””it seems that we have found the relationship between the two victims! ” 

“””Qu Xiaohua also grew Lingzhi in Kangle!”” ” 

“””Oh?”” Wu Xiumin said,””growing Lingzhi … So, their imprisonment may have something to do with 

growing Lingzhi?”” ” 

“””Wu Xiumin,”” Zhao Yu ordered,””help me investigate this situation immediately. Didn’t you set up a 

company before? Hurry up and find the person involved to see what happened!”” ” 

“””Alright! “”Wait a minute, team leader,”” Wu Xiumin said.””It’s a bit noisy on the other side. Zeng ke 

has something to say to you!”” ” 

“Then, Zeng ke’s voice came from the microphone, ” 

“””Team leader, team leader, I just found a few pieces of information about Peng Zhengyi. After 

eliminating his age and other information, I finally confirmed that he is most likely qu Xiaohua’s ex-

boyfriend!”” ” 

“””Oh? You’ve found it?”” Zhao Yu quickly asked,””hurry up and send me his information!”” ” 

“””Team leader, team leader,”” Zeng ke said excitedly,””the person I found was from the missing person 

database! ” 

“””I’ve checked. He went missing in June 2005, and it’s been 15 years since then …”” ” 

 

Chapter 2499: Lingzhi 

 

“4 p.m. That day, in the Special Investigation Group office in Kunyang city. ” 



“As there were two cases to deal with at the same time, the office hall was divided into two areas. One 

was used to investigate the frozen female corpses case, and the other was used to investigate the 

prisoner case. ” 

“””Zhang Yuyin, an aquatic farmer, disappeared in rowei city between April 21 and may 1,2005.”” Zhao 

Yu pointed to the information on the whiteboard and explained to the investigators.””On May 16 of the 

same year, qu Xiaohua, a flower farmer in Baoshan, disappeared on her way home from a flower store … 

” 

“””Then, in June, qu Xiaohua’s ex-boyfriend, Peng Zhengyi, went missing in his hometown, Kangle city. 

The time of disappearance was unknown …”” ” 

“””Now, according to our investigation,”” Zhao Yu said,””these three people grew Lingzhi in the 

mountains of Kangle city from the end of the 1980s to the beginning of the 1990s, and even set up a 

company! ” 

“””So, I think that the problem lies in the company that grows Lingzhi. I’ve already asked Shi Min to 

check it out. However, because of the long history, it’s not easy to find information about the company. 

It will take some time!”” ” 

“””Yes,”” cui Lizhu said, nodding.””Lingzhi is so profitable. Maybe there’s a dispute?”” ” 

“””Team leader,”” Wu Xiumin asked,””we have already heard about qu Xiaohua’s case. Tell us about 

Zhang Yuyin and Peng Zhengyi!”” ” 

“””Okay.”” Zhao Yu had already memorized the information by heart, so he didn’t need to look at it. 

“”Zhang Yuyin is from rowei, but he went to Kangle University. After graduating from junior high, he 

went to Kunyang to work. According to his son, he repaired cars for people!”” He said. ” 

“””After that, he returned to Kangle and rented a forest with his friends to grow Lingzhi. He made a lot 

of money! ” 

“””But, for some reason, maybe because the lingzhi mushroom industry was not doing well, Zhang Yuyin 

returned to Luo Wei in the 1990s and started his aquatic farming business! ” 

“””His aquatic products business is also quite good, and it’s very big. His family bought a luxury car and a 

villa, and he’s considered a celebrity in his hometown! ” 

“””Later, after he disappeared in 2005, the family’s business was handed over to Zhang Yuyin’s wife,”” 

Zhao Yu said.””One was that Zhang Yuyin’s life and death were unknown, and the other was to protect 

the family business. His wife did not remarry until she passed away in 2017, and the family business was 

all left to Zhang Yuyin’s son!”” ” 

“””Tsk tsk … It’s such a pity,”” cui Lizhu said.””The wife died before her husband came back. Fifteen 

years, her life and death were unknown. It must have been so difficult for her close family members!”” ” 

“””Yes,”” Zhao Yu nodded and said,””Zhang Yuyin’s son said that his mother was still thinking about 

Zhang Yuyin’s news even after she died. He also told him that when there was any news in the future, he 

should not forget to tell her in front of her grave!”” ” 



“””Unfortunately, he’s already dead!”” Xi menna shook her head and sighed.””According to the forensic 

doctor, if they had discovered it earlier, Zhang Yuyin might have been saved!”” ” 

“””This is the strangest part of the case,”” Zhao Yu said.””What did the murderer want to do? Why did 

they arrest him, and why did they let him go? ” 

“””If they did, why did they put them in such a hidden place? did they not want to be discovered, or did 

they want them to die?”” ” 

“””Yes!”” “”The murderer seems to be very contradictory,”” cui Lizhu said. ” 

“””Then …”” Xi menna asked,””what about Peng Zhengyi?”” Does he have any relationship with Zhang 

Yuyin?”” ” 

“””Well, Peng Zhengyi is a local of Kangle. His hometown is in a mountain village not far from Xiaoyao 

mountain,”” Zhao Yu explained.””He started out as a mushroom farmer. So far, we don’t know what his 

relationship with Zhang Yuyin is! ” 

“””I only know that he might have lied to qu Xiaohua, because when they were still a Virgin, they were 

already married in their hometown! ” 

“””But the situation seems to be a little complicated. Captain Shi is still sending people to investigate 

…”” ” 

“””That is to say …”” Wu Xiumin said.””Qu Xiaohua and Peng Zhengyi are just a couple, not a couple?”” ” 

“””Yes,”” Zhao Yu said.””Maybe Peng Zhengyi didn’t lie to qu Xiaohua, and she did it willingly. After all, 

they made a lot of money by growing Lingzhi! ” 

“””Qu Xiaohua is a foreigner. It’s not bad that she can earn money from Peng Zhengyi!”” ” 

“””What happened after that?”” Wu Xiumin asked again. ” 

“””After he broke up with qu Xiaohua, Peng Zhengyi was still in the Lingzhi business even when he 

disappeared. However, he went from a joint-stock business to a solo business, and he even changed 

locations a few times! ” 

“””But … Maybe it’s because there are more and more people planting Lingzhi,”” Zhao Yu said.””His 

business has not been very good, so it can only be considered barely maintained! ” 

“””This person seems to be quite an interesting person,”” Zhao Yu said.””After he broke up with qu 

Xiaohua, he divorced his wife in the countryside and even abandoned his child … ” 

“””After that, he had three different wives, and many of them were broken shoes. When he disappeared 

in 2005, he was all alone. He had no family, no children, and no friends …”” ” 

“””So, regarding his disappearance, it was only limited to reports,”” Zhao Yu said.””Up until now, almost 

no one cares about him anymore!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Wu Xiumin frowned, then said,””it seems that Peng Zhengyi’s disappearance is related to the 

disappearance of qu Xiaohua and Zhang Yuyin!”” ” 



“””These three people were probably kidnapped by the same person! ” 

“””This person … Who could it be?”” ” 

“””Xiaoyao mountain …”” Zhao Yu pointed to the name on the white board and said,””since the 

murderer put the people at Xiaoyao mountain, then these three people’s past must be related to 

Xiaoyao mountain!”” ” 

“””Today, I found that the mountain was wet and warm. Do you think …”” Zhao Yu raised his 

doubts,””the place where they planted the Lingzhi was on Xiaoyao mountain?”” ” 

“After hearing this, everyone fell into serious thought. ” 

“””Based on past experience,”” Zhao Yu said,””this is definitely not a small grudge! Back then, on Xiao 

Yao mountain, there must have been some kind of evil that was enough to make people want to take 

revenge!”” ” 

“””The point is …”” Cui Lizhu asked.””Who can tell me what the situation was like on Xiaoyao mountain 

in the 1980s?”” ” 

“””It’s the deep mountains and old forests!”” Xi menna quickly replied,””the people at the scenic Area 

said that Xiaoyao mountain used to be a deep forest. Only hunters and herb gatherers would go in!”” ” 

“””Herbal medicine … What about the Lingzhi?”” “”Did they tell you that there was Lingzhi on Xiaoyao 

mountain?”” cui Lizhu asked. ” 

“””No… No!”” Xi menna scratched her head.””I forgot to ask. Oh, that’s not right. We didn’t know that 

Lingzhi was involved in the case!”” ” 

“””I think …”” Wu Xiumin said.””Do we have to set up a hidden Sentry outside the cave at Xiaoyao 

mountain? Looking at this situation, will the murderer release Peng Zhengyi in a few days?”” ” 

“””Don’t worry!”” “”The team leader has already made the arrangements,”” Xi menna said. ” 

“””I found it, I found it!”” At this moment, Captain Shi suddenly ran into the office and reported to Zhao 

Yu and the others,””Zhang Yuyin and Peng Zhengyi were classmates. There was a man named Bai 

Wenhai with them! ” 

“””These three people and qu Xiaohua started the violet Lingzhi plantation together. Bai Wenhai is the 

legal person and the General Manager. And … And …”” Captain Shi took out a report and said 

excitedly,””Bai Wenhai is missing too!”” ” 

“””Ah?”” Everyone was shocked. ” 

“””And,”” Captain Shi swallowed and said,””Bai Wenhai also disappeared in 2005! He has also been 

missing for 15 years!”” ” 

 

Chapter 2500: Chapter 2495-reappearance of the past 

 



“””They grow a rare purple Lingzhi,”” Captain Shi explained.””That Lingzhi could be sold for 500 yuan per 

catty in the 1980s. It’s very powerful!”” ” 

“””Let’s not talk about Lingzhi yet,”” Zhao Yu asked.””Are there only four of them in this plantation?”” ” 

“””Yes, Bai Wenhai is the legal representative and the person in charge. Peng Zhengyi, Zhang Yuyin, and 

qu Xiaohua,”” Captain Shi replied.””That’s all we know for now. We need to find out more about their 

company’s specific situation! ” 

“””The address on their business license has long been invalid …”” ” 

“””Four people, all missing!”” Cui Lizhu frowned, not understanding what he meant.””Then … Who could 

the murderer be?”” Could it be that they are competitors?”” ” 

“””No, no, no, no, I have to correct you,”” Captain Shi waved his hand and said,””it may not be just four 

people who went missing. It may be … Five people!”” ” 

“””Ah?”” Everyone was surprised, and Zhao Yu quickly asked,””five? What do you mean by that?”” ” 

“””Here’s the thing,”” Captain Shi said, handing a document to Zhao Yu.””I just checked Bai Wenhai’s 

missing person record and found out that he wasn’t the only one who went missing!”” ” 

“””Oh?”” Zhao Yu took the information and saw that there was a burnt car in the information. It seemed 

to be a car accident. ” 

“””August 8th, 2005. Bai Wenhai drove with his daughter to take the exam,”” Captain Shi said.””They 

were in a car accident on the way from Kangle to Kunyang! ” 

“””The car rushed into the ditch and caught fire. It was all burned, but the strange thing was that the 

father and daughter’s bodies were not found in the car! ” 

“””So, the police decided to deal with the case as a missing person case!”” ” 

“””Two? Bai Wenhai’s daughter is also missing?”” Cui Lizhu furrowed her brows, feeling more and more 

complicated. ” 

“””Tell me more about Bai Wenhai!”” Zhao Yu said. ” 

“””Oh,”” Captain Shi quickly replied.””Bai Wenhai is also a local of Kangle. He was in middle school with 

Zhang Yuyin and Peng Zhengyi, but the difference was that he got into high school!”” ” 

“””At that time, Kangle didn’t have a high school. He went to Kun Yang No. 4 high school, and then …”” ” 

“””Wait a moment!”” After hearing this, Zhao Yu suddenly stood up and asked,””what did you say? Kun 

Yang fourth high school?”” ” 

“””Mm … Yes, yes. That’s what it says in the information I found!”” ” 

“””If I’m not mistaken, No. 4 high school is a Vocational High School, right?”” Zhao Yu asked. ” 

“””Yeah, it’s the most established professional middle school!”” “”What’s the matter, team leader 

Zhao?”” Captain Shi asked.””Have you been to Kunyang before?”” ” 



“””F * ck!”” Zhao Yu cursed,””have you all forgotten? Before su ruohua entered Nanyun Teacher’s 

College, she was a teacher at Kunyang Vocational High School!”” ” 

Whoosh … 

“As soon as he said that, everyone felt goosebumps all over their bodies … ” 

“Zhao Yu was shocked by his own words, and he felt a chill down his spine. ” 

“””Um … No… No way?”” Captain Shi had encountered such a bizarre case before and was suddenly 

shocked out of his wits. ” 

“””Where’s Miao Ying?”” Zhao Yu asked,””why don’t I see her?”” ” 

“””Oh, he’s at the autopsy Center!”” Wu Xiumin said,””it’s been several hours. Sister Miao has been 

discussing the frozen female corpse with the forensic doctors!”” ” 

“Zhao Yu made a phone call gesture, which meant that Wu Xiumin should call Miao Ying over. ” 

“Miao Ying was in charge of the female corpses case. Now that they had found a problem with the case, 

they naturally had to call her over to discuss and analyze it. ” 

“””It can’t be?”” Cui Lizhu covered her heart and said,””why do I feel like I’m back in the Golden City? 

Originally, we were discussing han Kuan’s wife-killing case, but we suddenly found a clue to the devil 

case! ” 

“””We’ve been talking about the missing people at Xiao Yao mountain, but now … We’ve come up with a 

connection to the frozen female corpse …”” ” 

“””I have to say …”” Zhao Yu looked at the double Gen hexagram in his mind and said,””the time of the 

two cases is a bit coincidental!”” ” 

“””Yes!”” “”The two cases are so bizarre and incomprehensible. It can’t be just a coincidence, can it?”” 

Xi menna mumbled. ” 

“””En!”” Zhao Yu nodded.””The female corpse that disappeared for more than 30 years was thrown into 

the river, and then the missing person who disappeared for 15 years reappeared on the mountain … 

Among them … Tsk tsk …”” ” 

“””Aiya, it’s almost the same.”” At this time, Captain Shi re-examined the information and said,””su 

ruohua left No. 4 high school in 1981, while Bai Wenhai entered in 1981. Although the time is a little 

short, it’s still possible that they crossed paths, right?”” ” 

“””Phew! “”Alright …”” Zhao Yu said.””Captain Shi, you have to look into this when you get back! Zeng 

ke is now working on freezing the female corpses, so he can’t be away!”” ” 

“””Yes, don’t worry!”” Captain Shi said,””leave these things to me!”” ” 

“””Then, let’s talk about Bai Wenhai,”” Zhao Yu said.””Before we’re sure, let’s not scare ourselves! 

Continue …”” ” 



“””Oh …”” Captain Shi calmed himself down and said,””Bai Wenhai seems to be a very smart person. 

After graduation, he did not stay in Kunyang, but returned to Kangle directly and started working as a 

Lingzhi plantation!”” ” 

“””When he was working, he learned how to grow crops,”” Captain Shi said.””Maybe, at that time, he 

had already decided to go back to Lingzhi!”” ” 

“””In the 1990s, he, Peng Zhengyi, and the others set up a Lingzhi plantation. They put up a sign and 

even got support from the local government. ” 

“””However, the good times didn’t last long. After a few years, I don’t know if there was a disaster or 

something, but they went their separate ways! ” 

“””Just like Peng Zhengyi, Bai Wenhai insisted on growing Lingzhi, but he was Smart and Skilled. In the 

face of the industry’s impact, he finally managed to stand his ground and build his own brand in Kangle! 

” 

“””So, from the 1990s until his daughter’s mysterious disappearance, his family’s business had been 

good. Although it was not as good as Zhang Yuyin’s aquatic products, it was still pretty good! ” 

“””The year of the accident, his daughter graduated from primary school. He took his daughter to 

Kunyang for an inspection, wanting to get into the best private high school in the city. But, on the way to 

Kunyang, the accident happened! ” 

“””From then on, the father and daughter seemed to have vanished from the face of the earth, never to 

be seen again …”” ” 

“Zhao Yu then asked,””what about Bai Wenhai’s family?”” How’s his business doing?”” ” 

“””Bai Wenhai divorced a long time ago,”” Captain Shi said.””The reason is unknown. I’m looking for the 

police officer who handled the case back then to understand the situation. ” 

“””It’s written in the information that his wife went to the United States after divorcing him,”” Captain 

Shi said.””I don’t know if she came back after that. It’s still to be confirmed!”” ” 

“””After Bai Wenhai and his daughter went missing, the business was given to his parents and brother. 

Bai Wenhai only had one brother, but because he didn’t know much about the business, he sold all of 

Bai Wenhai’s farm and industries within a few years! ” 

“””The most important thing is that Bai Wenhai’s parents and this big brother are both dead! Now, his 

elder brother’s daughter is Bai Wenhai’s only family member!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Zhao Yu turned around and looked at the information on the whiteboard, then 

muttered,””so, Bai Wenhai and his daughter should have been kidnapped by the same person! ” 

“””The two of them and Peng Zhengyi might still be alive! However, he was imprisoned in a dark place 

and was being tortured and abused … ” 

“””Who is the person who kidnapped them?”” ” 

 



 

 


